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Figure 27.  MBS and ABS Sector Recommendations
Sector Recommendation

Mortgages Versus Treasuries Modest Overweight. Despite the significant month-to-date tightening in MBS OASs, we continue to recommend a modest
overweight versus Treasuries because we believe that a low-realized-vol environment over the next six months will likely favor
MBSs.

Mortgages Versus Swaps and
Agencies

We recommend an overweight versus swaps, but a neutral weight versus agencies. MBS implied-vol OASs versus swaps
are near two-year wides. In contrast, MBS OASs versus agencies are about average.

Agency Pass-Throughs Premiums Versus Discounts. After adjusting for recent prepayment projection errors, new premiums appear to be somewhat
expensive relative to lower coupons. However, value remains in seasoned premiums.
New Versus Seasoned. Across the coupon stack, seasoned pass-throughs in Ginnie Maes and conventionals offer OAS
pickups over TBA issues. Recent speeds and collapsing rolls have reinforced this conclusion.
Ginnie Maes Versus Conventionals. Ginnie Maes are expensive versus conventionals on an OAS basis. However, this basis
has been volatile over the past year, and we would maintain a neutral weighting between the sectors.

CMOs Four- to ten-year PACs offer significant rolldown advantages versus pass-throughs. Investors who believe that the yield curve
will maintain its current shape, or steepen, should favor this sector of the CMO market. In contrast, investors who believe that
the Fed has finished easing (and that the curve will flatten) should favor barbells of short and long PACs.

ARMs The ARM sector tightened marginally relative to the fixed-rates over the past two weeks. As expected, the GNMA Application
Index has risen against all other falling product, refi, and purchase indices over the past month and now stands at 228. TBA
6% and above are cheap. As speeds come down over the next few months and production of lower coupons (especially 5%
and 5.5% ) increases, we are likely to see some spread convergence in the coupon stack. We continue to favor the seasoned
GNMA sector. Also, structured hybrid deals have gained considerable popularity among the investors.

Mortgage Credit Triple-B residential mortgage subs are in demand and are well bid. Nominal spreads on fixed-rate double- and single-A
jumbo classes have widened in sympathy with triple-A NASs. The below-investment-grade sector remains firmly bid. New
HEL and MH issuance will likely increase as the end of the second quarter approaches.

Asset-Backeds Short off-the-run autos and equipment ABS offers value and inventories are shrinking. Tiering in credit pieces presents
opportunities for longer horizon investors with a stable to bullish view on consumer credit. Cards, autos, equipment subs all
relatively cheap

CMBSs Triple-A CMBSs are now cheap, with the five- and ten-year classes trading significantly wide of their five-year historical
average. Triple-A spreads should tighten by the third quarter, once prepayment and default speeds have demonstrated a
smaller-than-expected increase.
The market is undervaluing ten-year premium-dollar CMBSs, created by the recent, strong Treasury performance.
Reasonable prepayment and default speeds suggest that these premium bonds provide excellent value relative to par-priced
new issues.
Among subordinate CMBS certificates, we prefer the triple-B class, which is wide of its five-year differential with the
triple-A class and is significantly wide of its regular relationship with triple-B corporates.

Source: Salomon Smith Barney.

An Update on the Evolution of the Mortgage Origination
Process9

One of the reasons for the rise in refinancing efficiency in 2001 is a continuing
automatization and simplification of the mortgage origination process. We provide
an update on the recent developments.10

Automated Underwriting Systems
Automated underwriting systems (AU) were first introduced in 1995 and have
gained in popularity ever since. The most common AU systems are those introduced
by the GSEs, Loan Prospector (LP) by Freddie Mac and Desktop Underwriter (DU)
by Fannie Mae. Many large lenders also have their own proprietary AU systems.

                                                                           
9
 The author would like to thank Lakhbir Hayre and Robert Young for their help in writing this article.

10
 See “The Evolution of the Mortgage Origination Process,” Salomon Smith Barney, January 1999 and “The Impact of the Internet

on Mortgage Prepayments,” Salomon Smith Barney, February 2001.
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How do the AU systems work? Let us look, for example, at Loan Prospector. A loan
officer enters the loan information into the system. It takes just few minutes for LP
to order a credit report, evaluate the data, and return one of the two decisions:
“Accept” or “Caution.”11 If a loan is rated Accept, it can be delivered to Freddie
Mac. In this case, LP determines a level of documentation required to support the
underwriting of the loan. The lender will validate the data, make changes (if
necessary), and resubmit the loan, which would now be on its way to the closing. If
LP returns a Caution decision, it does not mean that the loan application will be
rejected or that the loan is not eligible for sale to Freddie Mac. Instead, such a loan
has to be examined by an underwriter, and may either follow the standard closing
path or be resubmitted to LP, after changes are made.

LP may also do the following:

➤ Suggest a streamlined property appraisal, such as an exterior-only inspection or
appraisal. The decision is based on a statistical model, supported by an extensive
property database. Recently, Freddie Mac pioneered a no-appraisal option, in
which LP may waive the appraisal requirement for certain purchase loans with
an 80% maximum LTV.

➤ Allow reduced mortgage insurance coverage. LP may also arrange a purchase of
the coverage with an insurer of choice.

AU systems are extremely popular with lenders because they significantly reduce
the lender’s costs of underwriting loans and provide an important risk management
tool. Freddie Mac estimates that the use of LP can lower the costs of originating a
loan by as much as $650. About two-thirds of all GSE-purchased loans are
underwritten with AU systems.

Both GSEs recently released Internet versions of their AU systems. This is an
extremely important development because it put AU systems in the hands of
thousands of mortgage brokers and wholesalers across the country. For example,
more than 10,000 brokers and 300 wholesalers have access to Freddie Mac’s LP
only.

For an investor, who is mostly concerned with prepayments, the popularity of AU
systems means the following:

➤ The time between loan application and closing has been shortening
considerably. This shorter turnaround could already have been observed in
January 2001. When the 30-year mortgage rate dropped below 7% during the
week of January 12, 2001, the volume of refinance applications skyrocketed (as
reflected in the MBA Refinancing Index for that week). A large portion of these
refinance applications closed in less than three weeks, leading to a substantial
rise in January Fannie Mae prepayment speeds.

➤ Because part of the AU-induced cost savings is typically passed on to
borrowers, refinancing costs have been declining. Consequently, refinancing
efficiency is increasing.12

                                                                           
11

 For FHA or VA loans, it is “Accept” or “Refer.” A Refer decision is similar to a Caution decision for conventional mortgages.

12
 See “Refinancing Efficiency Increased, But . . .,” Bond Market Roundup: Strategy, May 18, 2001.
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➤ Many borrowers, especially those who are credit-impaired and previously could
not find economically viable opportunities to refinance, may now find better
execution with AU systems.

While the previous three items may point to faster future speeds, the next two may
indicate some speed reduction.

➤ With the help of AU systems, GSEs now underwrite Alternative A and A- loans.
Even though these loans are placed in general pools, investors can often
recognize pools with a large percentage of such loans by a high spread between
the WACs and the prevailing mortgage rates at origination. Such loans are
expected to prepay somewhat more slowly than standard conventional loans. For
example, in 2000, Freddie’s 8.5s of 1999 prepaid more slowly than their Fannie
counterparts, most likely because of a large concentration of Alt A loans.

➤ AU systems qualify a larger number of borrowers than the traditional
underwriting process. This happens because the AU systems use an overall
borrower profile to make the decision. One risk factor that can disqualify a
borrower during manual underwriting may not, necessarily, be a reason for
rejection during automated underwriting, if some other mitigating factor is
present. Even though this does not necessarily increase the default risk for the
GSEs, it may still affect an average borrower’s ability to refinance.

Manual Underwriting
Loans that do not pass the AU system scrutiny or those that are underwritten without
an AU system13 go through the standard manual underwriting process. This process
generally involves more restrictive guidelines, and some programs available with
AU systems are not available for manual underwriting. Nevertheless, GSEs have
been expanding eligibility criteria for manual underwriting. Recent developments
include:

➤ The expansion of eligibility criteria to include loans with higher LTVs,
especially for borrowers with high FICO scores;

➤ The simplification of underwriting guidelines to emphasize a borrower’s
continuity of income rather than the length of employment;

➤ The streamlining of standard documentation requirements; and

➤ The introduction of streamlined appraisals.

Streamlined Refinancing Program
The streamlined refinancing program is one of the most simplified programs
available to refinancers nowadays. It is this program that is commonly blamed for
the high speeds during the 1998 and 2001 refinancing waves.

The streamlined refinancing program is available with both manual and automated
underwriting, and allows the use of substitute documentation to verify borrower’s
credit, employment, income, and assets. Most importantly, it provides for the
possibility of an appraisal waiver.

                                                                           
13

 Why would a lender underwrite a loan without an AU system? There is a nominal fee associated with AU-underwritten loans.
Small lenders sometimes choose not to use an AU system because, for certain loans (e.g. streamlined refinance loans), the
requirements are so nominal that AU systems are perceived to have only limited value.
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Important features of the streamlined refinancing program include the following:

➤ It is open only to the current servicer of the existing loan.

➤ It imposes restrictions on cash-outs (only limited cash-outs are allowed).

➤ Freddie Mac has a 12-month seasoning restriction for loans that are not owned
by Freddie Mac. Fannie Mae has no such restriction.

➤ It allows simplified documentation and verification procedures.

➤ It is open to borrowers with a satisfactory payment history for the previous 12
months (or for the life of the loan).

➤ It does not require a new appraisal if a lender can warrant that the value of the
property did not decline since the original appraisal.

Lenders typically pass some of the savings produced by the use of streamlined
refinancing on to borrowers. Qualifying borrowers can save as much as $400-$500
in origination costs.

Streamlined Purchase Program
The streamlined purchase program is a relatively new development, introduced by
GSEs to help lenders to defend their servicing portfolio against runoffs. It allows a
lender to use simplified documentation and verification procedures to finance a
home purchase for a borrower who currently has a loan with this lender, provided
that the borrower has a 12-month satisfactory payment history.14 It is available with
both automated and manual underwriting. However, unlike the streamlined
refinancing program, the streamlined purchase program does not provide for an
appraisal waiver.

At this time, it is too early to say if this program will have a significant impact on
prepayment speeds.

Conclusion
New technologies and expanded underwriting criteria have been making the
mortgage origination process much simpler and more cost efficient. The rise in
refinancing efficiency witnessed during the 2001 refinancing wave has been caused,
in part, by innovations in the mortgage origination arena. Among the changes that
occurred between 1998 and 2001, we would like to underscore the following two:

➤ The introduction of the Internet versions of LP and DU. The Internet availability
of these products put AU systems in the hands of thousands of mortgage brokers
across the country.

➤ A streamlined property appraisal, which is available through the AU systems
and, to a limited degree, through the manual underwriting. The use of
streamlined appraisals may reduce the appraisal cost by 20%–75%.
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 Twelve-month satisfactory payment history is required with the current servicer, not necessarily with the same loan.
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In spite of significant advances in the past few years, the technology-driven
streamlining of the refinancing process has not yet run its course. The trend of
declining origination costs and faster loan approvals is likely to continue in the
future.15

CMBS Color — Fixed-Rate Conduit Spreads Are Stable
Five CMBS transactions have marketed and priced in the past two weeks (see Figure
28). FUNBC 01-C2 priced late in the week, providing a tier-2 generic pricing
reference (see Figure 29).

Figure 28.  Summary of New Issuance Activity

Transaction Size (MM) Type Pricing Date AAA Spread (bp)

BALL 2001 –1166 Avenue of America $215 Single-Asset Floater 5/18/01 LIBOR+50
GSMCS 2001-ROCK 1,210 Single-Asset Fixed/Floater 5/22/01 S+51, S+58, L+36
SBM7 2001-CDC 776 Floating Pool 5/23/01 LIBOR+24
FUNBC 2001-C2 1,000 Fixed-Rate Conduit 6/1/01 S+42, S+48
Canary Wharf Funding II – Tap £875 International Pool 5/31/01 LIBOR+37.5

Source: Salomon Smith Barney.

Figure 29.  FUNBC 2001-C2 — Pricing, 31 May 01
Rating Size Credit WAL

Class S&P/Moodys ($MM) Support (%) (Yrs) Price Coupon(%) Spread (bp) Yield (%)

A-1 AAA/Aaa 190.6 22.0 5.700 100.0014 6.204 S+44   T+121 6.243
A-2 AAA/Aaa 590.6 22.0 9.570 100.5053 6.663 S+48  T+126 6.653
B AA/Aa2 42.6 17.8 9.720 100.5005 6.819 S+63  T+141 6.814
C AA-/Aa3 12.5 16.5 9.790 100.5046 6.922 S+73  T+152 6.919
D A+/A1 12.5 15.3 9.790 100.5016 6.951 S+76  T+155 6.949
E A/A2 20.1 13.3 9.820 100.5070 7.003 S+81  T+160 7.001
F A-/A3 10.1 12.3 9.875 100.5018 7.123 S+93  T+172 7.125
G BBB+/Baa1 15.0 10.8 9.875 100.5043 7.388 S+120  T+199 7.395
H BBB/Baa2 17.5 9.0 9.875 100.5058 7.487 S+130  T+209 7.495
J BBB-/Baa3 12.5 7.8 9.875 99.3931 7.605 S+170  T+249 7.895
Source: MCM “Corporatewatch.”

Next week, the COMM 2001-FL4 floating-rate deal will continue marketing likely
to be joined by two fixed-rate conduits and another floating-rate transaction. We
expect that June will consist of two floating-rate deals $1.7 billion, six fixed-rate
deals totaling $5.7 billion, a single-borrower fixed-rate deal, and a single borrower
floating-rate deal. After this month, issuance will likely slow, because the recent
increase in Treasury yields has reduced commercial mortgage origination volumes.
Overall, the slowdown in issuance should be positive for CMBS market spreads.

Since the first quarter, CMBS spreads have tightened significantly relative to swaps,
with the ten-year A2 class gaining back much of the spread that it lost in December.
The Treasury rally instigated the December widening as investors priced premium
bonds in anticipation of fast prepayments and defaults. We had called for CMBS
spreads to improve as investors utilized more realistic default and prepayment
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 It was recently reported that Fannie Mae plans to introduce a new pilot program under which lenders may use credit reports from
only one credit repository as opposed to at least two, as is required now. This may further decrease the cost of mortgage origination.
However, according to Fannie Mae, the final decision has not yet been made.
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